Abstract. I discuss the question whether or not the Spivak normal fibration of a Poincaré duality space X admits a reduction to a vector bundle in the case where the dimension of X is at most 4. I show that in dimensions less than 4 such a reduction always exists, and in dimension 4 such a reduction exists provided X is orientable. In the non-orientable case there are counter examples to reducibility by Hambleton-Milgram.
stable spherical fibration ξ. Then the Spivak normal fibration comes with a "stable collapse map" S n → M(SF(X)), where n is the dimension of X, such that the following holds: The canonical map π n (M(SF(X))) −→ H n (M(SF(X)); Z)
sends the collapse map to a fundamental class of X. In particular, it is required that the orientation character w 1 (X) of L equals w 1 (SF(X)) in order to obtain the last (twisted) Thom isomorphism map.
In fact, Spivak (resp. Wall) then showed that the pair (SF(X), S n → M(SF(X))) determines the Spivak normal fibration up to equivalence (resp. unique equivalence), see [Wal67,  For a PD space X, I will write w(X) = w(SF(X)) −1 for the total Stiefel-Whitney class of the inverse of the Spivak normal fibration and refer to it as the total Stiefel-Whitney class of X. Example 1.1. If M is a closed manifold, then M is anL-oriented PD space: HereL refers to the local system induced by the orientation double coverM via the bundle of free abelian groups of rank one given byM × Z/2 Z. The fact that the orientation double cover of any closed manifold is canonically oriented implies that M isL-oriented. The Spivak normal fibration of M is given by the stable spherical fibration underlying the stable normal bundle ν(M ) of M : This follows both from Spivak's construction and also the uniqueness of the Spivak normal fibration: By choosing an embedding i : M ⊆ S n+k , there is an induced (unstable) collapse map S n+k → Th(ν(i)) which induces a stable collapse map from S n to the Thom spectrum of the stable normal bundle. Thus we get that
where τ (M ) denotes the tangent bundle of M , so the definition of Stiefel-Whitney classes for PD spaces is a generalisation of the ones for manifolds.
1.2. The Wu-formula. Let me now recall the Wu classes of an n-dimensional PD space X. By Poincaré duality for Z/2 coefficients, the canonical map for all x ∈ H * (X; Z/2). Notice that v k (M ) = 0 once 2k is larger than n. In fact, one can (and should) define Wu classes for spherical fibrations: For a spherical fibration ξ : E → B, let Φ denote the Thom isomorphism on mod 2 cohomology. Then one defines
where u is a mod 2 Thom class of ξ and χ is the antipode of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. With this definition it is formal to see -use χ(Sq) = Sq −1 -that there is an equation
This formula strictly makes sense for instance when B has nilpotent cohomology which is unfortunately not the case universally. However in the universal case, one can pass to the completed cohomology in which w(ξ) is invertible and in which the uncompleted cohomology injects as the inclusion of polynomials in the power series ring.
The following proposition is known as a Wu-formula, see [Bro72, Proposition III.3 .6] for a proof. 
. These data are then required to satisfy the following property: The map induced by f and α
sends the fundamental class of Y to that of X. Remark 1.4. Let X and Y be oriented PD spaces of dimension n. In this case, the isomorphisms L X ∼ = Z and L Y ∼ = Z, i.e. the orientations of X and Y , provide a canonical choice for the isomorphism α, namely such that α corresponds to the identity of Z. Choosing this isomorphism, a degree 1 map between oriented PD spaces is exactly what one is used to. However, by definition, one may also choose the other isomorphism between L Y and f * (L X ) that corresponds to multiplication by −1, and then degree 1 maps in the sense of Definition 1.3 correspond to what one usually calls maps of degree −1.
I will need the following well-known lemma which gives a method of detecting that some spherical fibration over a PD space is in fact the Spivak normal fibration.
Lemma 1.5. Suppose given a pullback diagram
where X and Y are n-dimensional L X -and L Y -oriented PD spaces and where f is of degree 1. If w 1 (ξ) = w 1 (X), then the composition
exhibits ξ as a Spivak normal fibration of X.
Proof. One simply checks the universal property, i.e. that the class corresponding to [X] in H n (M(ξ); Z) under the Thom isomorphism comes from a stable map S n → M(ξ) under the Hurewicz homomorphism. Notice that one uses the twisted Thom isomorphism
and it is here that I use the assumption w 1 (ξ) = w 1 (X). As indicated in the statement of the lemma, the mapf induces a map on Thom spectra M(SF(Y )) → M(ξ) and so one considers the composite
It has the desired properties because f has degree 1 and the diagram exists making the diagram commute up to homotopy.
Remark 1.7. By the chain of maps
induced by the evident inclusions, there are three things that could potentially be meant by reducibility, namely admitting a lift to either of the three spaces BO, BPL, or BTop. I will only focus on the reducibility question for BO in this paper since in the low dimensions I discuss here, the potentially different meanings collapse to the same. Unfortunately, this will be a source of a little confusion later on, and I shall be explicit where and why.
Example 1.8. Let X be a PD space which is homotopy equivalent to a closed smooth manifold M . Then X is reducible. This follows from Lemma 1.5: Let f : M → X be a homotopy equivalence, and let ξ = (f −1 ) * (ν(M )). Then one has a diagram as in Lemma 1.5, hence the claim follows.
Thus reducibility is an obstruction to the question whether a given PD space is homotopy equivalent to a closed manifold. In fact, it is the first obstruction in the surgery process. I shall refrain from elaborating on this.
Recall that by work of Boardman-Vogt, the J-homomorphism BO → BG, which classifies the underlying spherical fibration of the universal stable vector bundle, is a map of E ∞ -spaces, i.e. of infinite loop spaces (as both spaces are connected there is no problem with being group-like). Its fibre is denoted by G/O, and by a result of Sullivan's its associated cohomology theory G/O * (−) is that of bordism classes of smooth degree 1 normal maps (at least on manifolds), hence it plays a prominent role in surgery theory. There is then a canonical fibre sequence
and thus the obstruction to finding a vector bundle lift of a given spherical fibration X → BG is given by the composite
If X has trivial cohomology above degree n (which is the case for an n-dimensional PD space), then the canonical truncation map of B(G/O) induces an equivalence on homotopy classes of maps
by obstruction theory.
I record here the following well-known calculation as a lemma. It follows directly from the calculation of the low dimensional homotopy groups of G/O by means of the long exact sequence induced by the J-homomorphism. 
is given by the first exotic class e 1 ∈ H 3 (BG; Z/2) of Gitler-Stasheff, see [GS65] .
Proof. I claim that the kernel of the map
is given by a Z/2 generated by the above composite: This follows easily from the Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration
and the fact that the map H * (BG; Z/2) → H * (BO; Z/2) is surjective. It thus suffices to see that e 1 as defined in [GS65] is non-trivial and also vanishes when pulled back to the cohomology of BO. The latter is explicitly stated in [GS65, before Theorem 5.2] and the former is [GS65, Theorem 5.1].
Corollary 1.11. Let X be a PD space of dimension at most 4. Then the obstruction to reducibility is given by
e 1 (SF(X)) ∈ H 3 (X; Z/2).
Corollary 1.12. Let X be a PD space of dimension at most 2. Then X is reducible.
In fact, every 2-dimensional PD space is homotopy equivalent to a 2-dimensional manifold: This follows from [Wal67, Theorem 4.2] together with the fact that every PD(2) group is a surface group, see [EL83, Theorem 2]. Let me record here that by a PD(n) group I mean a discrete group whose classifying space is an n-dimensional PD space. Corollary 1.13. Let X be a 4-dimensional PD space such that H 1 (X; Z/2) = 0, e.g. such that X is simply connected. Then X is reducible.
Proof. By Poincaré duality we have H 3 (X; Z/2) ∼ = H 1 (X; Z/2) = 0, thus the obstruction group vanishes.
Remark 1.14. It is precisely this point where one could get confused: By Freedman's classification of simply connected topological 4-manifolds (which are examples of 4-dimensional PD spaces) we know that there are topological 4-manifolds with non-trivial Kirby-Siebenmann invariant, i.e. where one knows that τ (M ) does not admit a reduction to BPL, and in particular not to BO. (In these dimensions these two question are in fact the same as PL/O is 6-connected). The most prominent example is the E 8 -manifold. Applying Corollary 1.13 we see that the Spivak normal fibration of E 8 admits a vector bundle reduction -however, the underlying topological bundle of this vector bundle is not isomorphic to τ (E 8 ) as topological bundle because, unlike τ (E 8 ), it has trivial Kirby-Siebenmann invariant.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the following
Question. Is every PD space of dimension at most 4 reducible?
For 4-dimensional PD spaces this is claimed in [Spi67, page 95 Example (1)] without reference or any indication of a proof. I believe that Spivak at least considered only orientable PD spaces. For 3-dimensional PD spaces I am not aware of a discussion of reducibility explicitly, but a variant of it is studied a lot:
There is a conjecture by Wall that any PD(n) group is homotopy equivalent to an aspherical manifold and is thus in particular reducible. The question whether PD(3)-groups are fundamental groups of aspherical 3-manifolds is studied intensively, see for instance the recent arXiv preprint of Boileau [BB17] . I was surprised why the reducibility question is not addressed for PD(3) groups and in discussions with W. Lück he explained to me a proof why PD(3) groups always have reducible Spivak normal fibration. His proof works in fact for all 3-dimensional PD spaces. I am grateful to him for sharing his insights with me and for allowing me to include his argument here. Proof. The "only if" part is general result of Sullivan's: If X is reducible there exists in fact a degree 1 normal map: More precisely, if E is a vector bundle reduction of SF(X), there exists a pullback diagram
where f has degree 1. We thus need to argue the "if" part. So suppose given a map f : M → X of degree 1. Recall that this includes that f * (w 1 (X)) = w 1 (M ). Choose a vector bundle E over X with w 1 (E) = w 1 (X) and w 2 (E) = 0; this can always be arranged since
is an equivalence and thus that stable vector bundles over a 3-dimensional CW complex are determined by w 1 and w 2 and any combination can be realised. I claim that f
If this is the case, then Lemma 1.5 implies that the underlying spherical fibration of E is the Spivak normal fibration of X. To see the claim, again use the above 3-equivalence to see that it suffices to see that
. The part about w 1 follows from the assumption that f is of degree 1. For the second part we only need to argue that w 2 (ν(M )) is trivial. But by degree reasons and the Wu-formula we have that
and furthermore by the Cartan formula we have that
as well. The lemma thus follows. Theorem 2.2. Let X be a 3-dimensional PD space. Then X is reducible.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 it suffices to argue why there exists a smooth 3-manifold M mapping to X via a map f with f * (w 1 (X)) = w 1 (M ) and such that f then has degree 1. Such a statement can be decided by a spectral sequence, in this case the parametrised AHSS for oriented bordism with twist given by w 1 (X). Let me be more precise: There is a canonical map BZ/2 → Bgl 1 (MSO). Thus for any space X over BZ/2, to be thought of as a twist w : X → BZ/2, there is a twisted AHSS of the form H p (X; π q (MSO)) =⇒ Ω SO p+q (X; w). Here, the underline indicates that the left hand side is homology with coefficients in the local system induced by the twist w. Notice that, by construction, the local system π 0 (MSO) ∼ = L is the orientation local system of X if w = w 1 (X) for a PD space X.
By the Pontryagin-Thom construction, one can show that the elements of the right hand side (in degree k, say) can be represented by bordism classes of maps f : M → X, where M is a k-dimensional manifold such that the composite
is homotopic to w 1 (M ).
Applying this spectral sequence for a PD space with its orientation character w 1 : X → BZ/2, one obtains a spectral sequence whose E 2 -term has 0's on the horizontal 1,2, and 3 line because π i (MSO) = 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Thus it follows that for any space over BZ/2, say w : Y → BZ/2, the canonical edge homomorphism of this spectral sequence Proof. As in Lemma 2.1 the "only if" part follows from Sullivan's construction: A vector bundle reduction E of SF(X) produces a degree 1 normal map f : M → X, i.e. an isomorphism f
Notice that I have used that both X and M are orientable here, to identify w 2 (ν(M )) with w 2 (τ (M )) and likewise for X.
To show the other direction, again it suffices to find an oriented vector bundle E over X and a pullback diagram
as then Lemma 1.5 implies that E is in fact a lift of SF(X). The argument for this is in spirit similar to the case of Lemma 2.1 but technically a bit more involved. First I claim that one can find an oriented vector bundle E over X such that w 2 (E) = w 2 (X). For this one considers the fibre sequence
) and deduces that there is no obstruction of lifting an element in H 2 (X; Z/2) to a map
Using once again that X is a 4-dimensional PD space it follows that there is thus no obstruction to realising any element in H 2 (X; Z/2) as w 2 of a stable oriented vector bundle over X. So pick such a bundle E whose w 2 equals w 2 (X). It has a first Pontryagin class p 1 (E) ∈ H 4 (X; Z). There is a canonical identification H 4 (X; Z) ∼ = Z because X is oriented and I will suppress this identification in the notation. Since
mod 2 its parity is determined by the cohomology ring of X and w 2 (X). It follows that the parity of f * (p 1 (E)) and the parity of p 1 (M ) agree:
Thus f * (p 1 (E)) differs from p 1 (M ) by an even number. It hence suffices to argue why one can replace E by an oriented vector bundle E ′ with w 2 (E) = w 2 (E ′ ) and p 1 (E ′ ) being the same number as p 1 (M ) -again I identify H 4 (X; Z) ∼ = Z ∼ = H 4 (M ; Z) by the respective orientations. Now observe that the PD space X admits a degree 1 map to S 4 (use a general fact about CW structures on oriented connected PD spaces of dimension different from 3, see [Wal67, Corollary 2.3.1] or use that S 4 → K(Z, 4) is a 4-equivalence) and recall that a generator of π 4 (BSO) has p 1 equals to ±2. Thus pulling back the correct generator of π 4 (BSO) along the degree 1 map X → S 4 provides an oriented vector bundle over X with w 2 = 0 and p 1 = 2. Adding an appropriate multiple of this bundle to E will produce the desired bundle E ′ . I have thus explained how to construct an oriented stable vector bundle E over X such that f * (E) and ν(M ) have the same image under the map
It therefore suffices to know that this map is an injective group homomorphism. This is wellknown, but for the sake of completeness I give an argument here. It is easy to see that this map is a group homomorphism because H 4 (M ; Z) is torsion-free (recall that p 1 is in general only primitive up to 2-torsion). To see that it is injective it thus suffice to show that an oriented stable vector bundle V over M where w 2 (V ) = 0 = p 1 (V ) is trivial. For this consider the diagram
and notice that the commutativity of the diagram is a consequence of the fact that a generator of π 4 (BSO) has p 1 equals to 2. By assumption V lifts to K(Z, 4), i.e. is given by an element V ∈ H 4 (M ; Z). This has the property that
and thus thatV is in fact zero, as H 4 (M ; Z) ∼ = Z. Thus the claim and with it the lemma follows.
To make use of this reduction step, I will need some homotopy theoretic input. To set the stage, recall that MSpin is the Thom spectrum of the canonical map
We let BSGpin denote the fibre of the canonical map
There is clearly a map BSpin → BSGpin which induces a map of Thom spectra MSpin −→ MSGpin. Proof. Let C be the cofibre of the canonical map under consideration. Since π 3 (MSpin) = 0 it follows that the sequence
is again a cofibre sequence. The lemma will follow if I can show that π i (C) = 0 for i ≤ 2 and that the canonical map
To see this, it suffices to show, using the stable Hurewicz theorem, that
For this we consider the long exact sequence induced in homology: The Thom isomorphism says that H i (MSpin; Z) ∼ = H i (BSpin; Z) and this group vanishes for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Thus it follows that the map H i (MSGpin; Z) −→ H i (C; Z) is an isomorphism for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and that π 0 (C) = 0 -notice that we use that π 0 (MSpin) → π 0 (MSGpin) is an isomorphism. Since H i (MSGpin; Z) ∼ = H i (BSGpin; Z) -again by the Thom isomorphism -the claim follows since BSGpin is 2-connected and π 3 (BSGpin) ∼ = Z/2.
It remains to show that the map
is surjective. This is equivalent to showing that the map
is non-trivial. If it were trivial, then it would follow that
which is known not to be true: For instance, the multiplication by η map
is an isomorphism.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be an oriented 4-dimensional PD space. Then X is reducible.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 it suffices to find an oriented manifold M equipped with a degree 1 map f : M → X such that f * (w 2 (X)) = w 2 (M ). As in the 3-dimensional case, this question can be tackled by means of the twisted AHSS, now for twisted spin bordism of X, the twist being given by the canonical map X w2
The E 2 -page of this spectral sequence takes the form
Spin p+q (X; w 2 ). Again, by a Pontryagin-Thom construction, elements of this twisted bordism theory can be represented by oriented manifolds M mapping to X, such that the composite
is homotopic to w 2 (M ). The fundamental class [X] determines an element in E 2 4,0 = H 4 (X; π 0 (MSpin)) and the task is to show that it is a permanent cycle in this spectral sequence. This is where Lemma 3.2 enters: The canonical map MSpin → MSGpin induces a map
so that there is also a twisted AHSS of the form
The map MSpin → MSGpin induces a map of twisted AHSS, and by Lemma 3.2, this map induces an isomorphism on the 0,1, and 2-line of the spectral sequence. Since the differentials of interest in the twisted AHSS for twisted Spin-bordism involve only these 3 lines, it follows that it suffices to show that
is a permanent cycle for the twisted AHSS for twisted SGpin-bordism of X. But now one observes that the collapse map and the Thom diagonal induce the map
which represents an element in Ω SGpin 4 (X; w 2 ), namely the fundamental class of X in the twisted SGpin-bordism theory. Under the edge homomorphism, this element is sent to [X], the fundamental class of X in integral homology: The edge homomorphism is induced by the Thom class u : MSG → HZ of MSG, and by definition of an oriented PD space the composite
represents the fundamental class of X. This shows that [X] is a permanent cycle in the twisted AHSS for twisted SGpin-bordism of X and thus the theorem is proven.
Remark 3.4. I want to mention that one can at least see directly, that the differential
vanishes: The differential is given by the following composite
where Sq 2 w2 denotes the map H 2 (X; Z/2) → H 4 (X; Z/2) given by
see also [Tei93, Proposition 1] for a similar statement. The vanishing of this d 2 then amounts to saying that for every element x ∈ H 2 (X; Z/2) one has that
which is a consequence of the Wu-formula and the assumption that X is oriented, so that w 2 (X) = v 2 (X).
The difficulty then lies in showing the vanishing of the d 3 -differential
In full generality (i.e. with arbitrary twist) I can only see this using the above comparison map MSpin → MSGpin, but in a special case (namely the untwisted case) one can again deduce this by hand, so let me insert this argument also.
Proposition 3.5. Let X be an oriented 4-dimensional PD space and assume that X is spin, i.e. that w 2 (X) = 0. Then X is reducible.
Proof. Running the same argument as above and noting that the twist is zero, I will show that [X] is a permanent cycle in the AHSS for Spin-bordism
The d 2 differential in this case is dealt with exactly as in the previous remark.
To show the vanishing of the d 3 -differential
one can do the following trick. I want to thank Achim Krause for a nice Skype-session about this. Notice that
is dual to Sq 2 and thus trivial for degree reasons. Thus the target of the above d 3 is really H 1 (X; Z/2) as stated.
Let x ∈ H 1 (X; Z/2) be an arbitrary element, represented by a map ϑ x : X → K(Z/2, 1). Consider the morphism of spectral sequences induced by the map ϑ x . I claim that this induces a commutative square 
because X is non-orientable and thus must have top cohomology (integrally) equals to Z/2. It is then shown that, see [HM78, Corollary 4 .3] the Spivak normal fibration of X is a sum of two spherical fibrations, namely η 1 ⊕ (κ) (in their notation) where η 1 is the real line bundle with non-trivial w 1 and (κ) is a spherical fibration making the diagram
commute. Here e 1 again denotes the exotic class as considered before. It follows that e 1 (κ) = 0 as both maps
induce an isomorphism in third mod 2 cohomology. I don't know whether e 1 is primitive in H * (BG; Z/2) (it is, however, primitive in H * (BSG; Z/2)), but in any case one can easily conclude that e 1 (SF(X)) = 0: Suppose to the contrary that e 1 (SF(X)) = 0. Then there exists a vector bundle reduction of η 1 ⊕ (κ). Since η 1 is realised by a vector bundle and η 1 ⊕ η 1 is trivial it would follow that (κ) also admits a vector bundle reduction, contradicting e 1 (κ) = 0.
I want to mention that π 1 (X) ∼ = Z/2: This follows directly from the above discussed CW structure on X. In particular, the orientation double cover is simply connected and hence has reducible Spivak fibration by Corollary 1.13 without alluding to Theorem 3.3.
Furthermore it is worthwhile to notice that in the proof of reducibility for oriented 4-dimensional PD spaces I use Lemma 3.1 whose analog in the non-orientable case is not correct in the following sense. In that argument I used that stable oriented bundles over an oriented 4-dimensional PD space are determined by w 2 and p 1 . In that argument one uses that the top cohomology of an oriented PD space is torsion free, this breaks in the non-orientable case and in fact it is not correct that bundles are detected by their characteristic classes: Consider the fibre sequence
and consider the composite X −→ K(Z, 4) −→ τ ≤4 (BSO) where the first map classifies the non-trivial element of H 4 (X; Z) ∼ = H 0 (X; L) ∼ = Z/2. This bundle has trivial w 1 , w 2 and p 1 but is non-trivial: Else the non-trivial element in H 4 (X; Z) would have a factorisation of its classifying map as
in which the second map is trivial for degree reasons. The map βSq 2 enters here as the lowest k-invariant of BSO.
Higher dimensional complexes. I will now use the 5-dimensional analog of Lemma 3.1 to show that there exists a 5-dimensional PD space X which is not reducible. The example is of course well-known and several proofs are possible.
The space X is given as follows:
To be very precise, η 2 refers to the composite
It is not hard to check that X satisfies Poincaré duality. Notice that X is stably equivalent to C(η 2 ) ∨ S 3 since Θ = η 2 stably, and that thus that
is trivial. Since w 1 (X) = 0, the Wu-formula implies that w 2 (X) = v 2 (X) = 0. Now the analog of Lemma 3.1 precisely says that if X is reducible, then there exists a spin 5-manifold M mapping by a degree 1 map to X. I thus aim at showing that the canonical map
does not hit the fundamental class of X. Looking at the AHSS, we can neglect the S 3 -summand of Σ ∞ + X by naturality of the differentials. It then suffices to know that the d 3 -differential
is non-trivial, as then the generator of H 5 (X; Z) is not a permanent cycle and hence not in the image of the above canonical map. The non-triviality of the d 3 -differential follows from the fact that η 2 is stably essential and detected precisely by the secondary operation given by this d 3 -differential. Notice that we use here (to some extend) that the unit S → MSpin of the ring spectrum MSpin is a 3-equivalence, so we can import differentials from the AHSS converging to stable homotopy groups of C(η 2 ).
Remark 4.1. Other proofs of the non-reducibility of X that I am aware of explicitly use that the Spivak normal fibration over X is non-trivial. Of course, I use this implicitly here also, the relation being that the attaching map of the top cell of an oriented PD space is stably null-homotopic if and only if the Spivak normal fibration is trivial, see for instance [KLPT17, Lemma 3.10] and thus in all proofs one uses heavily the fact that η 2 is stably essential.
Let me quickly comment on the obstruction theoretic point of view for this example. As mentioned earlier, stably we have that X is equivalent to S 3 ∨ C(η 2 ). Taking the defining cofibre sequence and mapping that to BO and BG, one shows that the primary obstruction to finding a vector bundle lift (i.e. the element e 1 (X) ∈ H 3 (X; Z/2)) is in fact the only obstruction: The diagram implies that the canonical map Wall's Conjecture. As I mentioned earlier, Wall conjectured the following. Let Γ be a PD(n) group. Then the conjecture says that BΓ is homotopy equivalent to a (necessarily aspherical) manifold. In particular, BΓ is reducible. In contrast to reducibility of PD spaces, the reducibility of PD(n) groups with n at least 5 is implied by the Farrell-Jones conjectures (for the given group): If they hold, then there is an ANR homology manifold homotopy equivalent to the given PD group, by the 4-periodic version of the total surgery obstruction of Ranicki, see [Ran92,  Chapter 25]: The Farrell-Jones conjectures imply that the obstruction group for the existence of such an ANR homology manifold vanishes. Furthermore ANR homology manifolds have reducible Spivak fibration, see for instance [FP95, Theorem 16.6 ]. In fact, this was used by Bartels-Lück-Weinberger to prove amongst other things that Wall's conjecture is true for hyperbolic groups whose boundary is a sphere (such groups are Poincaré duality groups by [BM91] ), provided the group in question has dimension at least 6, see [BLW10] . This is also used in forthcoming work of Ferry-Lück-Weinberger on a stable version of Cannon's conjecture.
